5/14 FaVU, Kvetna 32 Brno, PSC 60200, Czech Republic  
Ph: 42-5-4321-1448
5/18 Stern Hotel, Am Market 8, Ph.0228-72670 Fx-7267125  
Kunst und Ausstellungshalle, Friedrich Ebert Allee 4, Ph.49-228-9171-0 or Forum direct: 228-9171-287
5/26 Opening Bonn - Brotherhood
5/ Travel to Brno/Prague/Amsterdam, etc
6/17 Opening Bonn - Hybrid Automata (see address above)
6/18 Arrive in Linz  
Ars Electronica, Bruchnerhaus, Untere Donaulande 7  
A-4010 Linz, Austria. Ph 0732/7612-271 fx 7612-350
6/21-25 Show in Linz - Brotherhood
6/26? Leave Linz
6/27 Take down Bonn (see address above)
6/30 Travel to Brno/Prague/Amsterdam, etc
7/7 Opening in Prague - Brotherhood
7/25 Set up for LACE, Los Angeles, Ca
7/28 Opening in LACE - Brotherhood
7/ Lecture at LACE
9/1-4 Locarno - Hybrid Automata
11/26 Rome Set up
12/7 Rome Opening

Steina's Agenda:

7/15 Riksuutstallningar, Sweden - Operation Sledgehammer
9/7-15 Arizona 1st residence
9/15 Arizona Opening - Operation Sledgehammer
10/17-22 Arizona 2nd residence
10/21-22 Internet Conference
10-24 Arizona Closing - Operation Sledgehammer
10/4-8 Ottawa Conference
7/25 Set up for LACE, Los Angeles, Ca
7/28 Opening in LACE - Borealis
7/ Lecture at LACE
7/ Lecture at Long Beach
9/1-4 Locarno - Borealis
11/26 Rome Set up
12/7 Rome Opening